UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENT PLAN
PHASE I
GENERAL:
During the City Council meeting of February 15, 2018, and one council meeting past when the
2017- 2018 fiscal year budget was approved, the discussion regarding capital spending was
discussed. It was discussed because the proposed capital spending budget (plan) was removed
from the budget that was approved. The City Council indicated their desire to consider capital
spending projects but required the submission of a formal plan to make these decisions. There
was no definition as to what the formal plan should consist of, or why the basic conclusions of
the Goodwin, Mills and Cawood, GMC, report were not sufficient evidence of the need to
improve the wastewater system's transmission capacity. Nor was there justification explained
why Fairhope should not to proceed with the specific projects recommended in the report. The
recommendations of the report are attached as Exhibit A of this plan.
There was further discussion regarding the financing of the recommended infrastructure
improvement plan that was submitted, but not included in the approved budget. The proposed
Capital Spending Plan, removed from the approved budget, listed a three-year capital
improvement plan with proposed rate increases to cover the debt service. The major concepts
of this plan were discussed during the department head reports prior to the mayor submitting
her budget recommendation to the council.
A very similar Capital Spending Plan to this proposal was submitted to the City Council prior to
the approval of the 2016- 2017 budget but was also removed from consideration at that time.
This proposal was originally submitted during a time when the Federal Fund Rate was 1.0%. In
December of 2017, the rate was 1.5%. Interest rate projections for 2018 anticipate another rate
hike up to 2.0% with a projected increase to 3% by 2020. The steady increase in rates will only
increase the cost of borrowed money.
My recommendation was to borrow the money through any conventional funding plan while
the interest rates were low and while knowing our cash reserves for all our Utilities could be
absorbed very quickly if we were to sustain a major natural disaster. I would recommend we
look at a minimum two-month reserve fund for utilities, which would require $6,500,000.00 in
available funds for a natural disaster recovery effort. These funds would provide the needed
recovery cost to any such disaster, which can be significant as mutual aid contractors are
generally on overtime rates, while materials can be at a premium cost due to supply. A three
month reserve would be more desirable,. in my opinion, as it would provide a more comfortable
cash position for recovery and give us strength in our credit rating so borrowed money can be
at a minimal interest rate. Plus, as we go through our power pole survey, meter accuracy
evaluation and sewer rehabilitation program, I expect to find unanticipated costs in these

recommendations were to build a new substation at this location to effectively replace the
existing Nichols Street and Church Street substations.
In addition to the substation capacity upgrades, we anticipate entering into a pole maintenance
contract where we can identify poles that are at, or near, their useful life. This study will
determine the number of poles that need attention, based on an industry standard for scoring
of the results of the penetration test. The recommended testing frequency is ten (10) years. It
has been ten years or longer since we have conducted any pole testing. We do want to add an
inventory of attachments, adding a pole number unique to each pole and have a GIS location
identified for each pole to be used in mapping.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS:
I trust we can all agree that certain key components of the utility infrastructure need attention.
The plan offered in this report describes the first steps toward providing these needed
improvements. The wastewater transmission improvements, identified herein, are only the first
phase. The second phase of this plan will require capacity improvements of lift stations and/or
force mains, further upstream in the wastewater system.
The rehabilitation of the wastewater collection system will be more time and labor intensive.
We are using the renewed annual contract for video observation, pipeline linin and manhole
repair work to repair manholes in the Valley lift station collection basin. This basin is where the
2017 contract lined over 3 miles of main. The location on Middle Street, where sanitary sewer
overflows have occurred, is in this Valley lift station collection basin. We will continue our focus
in this collection area basin until we are satisfied that we have made progress toward the
elimination of these overflows.
As we get these initial projects started, we will start the planning process to carry the next
phase of projects forward. This will likely be during the next fiscal year budgeting process.
Please expect to see funding requests for a water transmission project, a continuation of
funding for the electric substation upgrades, cast iron gas main replacement, certain lift station
upgrades, force main extensions and sewer rehabilitation work.

